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- the standard catapult is the only catapult that has you interact with it. the catapult itself can only be interacted
with when it is in a specific state. - the catapult will launch you in a random direction. - the catapult will remain in

this state until you select a direction in which to land. - if you fail to land in a location, you will keep trying until you
find a location to land in. this is mainly used for the weapon, and the main use for bungee zombies in garden ops.
there are two different types, one will immediately grab the zombies, the other is a grenade that will hold onto the
zombies for a short while until it explodes. when playing garden ops, this can be used to control zombies in close

combat situations; although they are less effective and can be taken down easily, the bungee has a great range and
will temporarily hold multiple zombies. peashooter is the basis of the player class, and is able to quickly shoot and
destroy plants. his main weapon is his mini gun, which is a flaming peashooter. when it has enough damage left, it
will explode, causing a flame to spurt out. the main way he uses it is to shoot peashooters, which is why the class

name is peashooter. the second way he uses it is with his chili pepper grenades, which will explode and cause
serious damage to zombies and tombstones. there is also his fireball mini gun, which, much like the mini gun,

shoots flames. all of his shoots damage the zombies, and with a hyper upgrade, his shots will do more damage. the
zombie shooter class is a ranged class with his primary weapon being the mini gun, which is a red flame shooting

weapon. he has the ability to stun plants with his mini gun, and an upgrade that lets him shoot mini rockets. he will
also shoot vine ladders once he has the right ability. his zombie vs. shooter master ability allows him to use his mini
gun on certain zombies and his skillshot ability allows him to aim at the zombies and cause a damage fall. like other

classes, he can attack multiple enemies with a skillshot, and can even aim down plants.
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zombies ate my neighbors is an old school zombies take no prisoners strategy game for ios devices developed by
voxel games (now zombie studios inc). so you get to participate in the world of children and many undead! to

download zombie ate my neighbors, visit the links below. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zombies-ate-my-
neighbor/id835411019?mt=8 the gunner class is a lot of fun and packs a nice punch. his primary skill does a

constant, explosion-style attack that knocks off some of the zombies' health. just like peashooter's chili peppers,
grenades will draw zombies to them, allowing the gunner to attack zombies from behind. while the gunner is a lot

like peashooter in terms of class play, his dash skill is like the opposite. by activating it by pressing the dash button,
he runs really fast for a short time, giving him and his team a little more mobility. however, if he hits the wall for too
long, it will damage him. the sapper class is a tank who uses a trench gun and a bazooka. while most of the time he

will be in front of the team, moving to pick off enemies one at a time, he can occasionally switch to a more
defensive position by firing a bazooka at the enemy. the bazooka has a slow shell speed, and can be maneuvered in

small spaces, allowing the sapper to single out zombies from the back line. his trench gun does fire a very slow
bullet, but it can be turned into a lead-shot by tapping in which direction the gun moves. the engineer class is a

medic, using a medigun. he can heal his team if they are low on health, although he does lose some time after the
heal is used. the medigun is a lot more powerful than the marker's heal ability which heals every marked target in

the area. 5ec8ef588b
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